THE SOLUTION is to build adaptive climbing communities nationally through hands on industry standard trainings, increased education, and awareness. We educate and train those within universities, veteran affairs facilities, military programs and climbing gyms, to create a safe environment that enables the adaptive community to access diverse climbing opportunities.

THE PROBLEM is adaptive athletes do not have equal access to climbing opportunities. Those who climb understand the transformational power of exploring wild places, pushing themselves, connecting with friends, and ultimately the personal growth that occurs. We aim to make climbing accessible to everyone.

We strive to serve a diverse population of over 600 individuals annually and provide equal access to climbing.

THE SOLUTION is to build adaptive climbing communities nationally through hands on industry standard trainings, increased education, and awareness. We educate and train those within universities, veteran affairs facilities, military programs and climbing gyms, to create a safe environment that enables the adaptive community to access diverse climbing opportunities.

THE OPPORTUNITY as the industry leader is to help shape the growing climbing industry with diversity, inclusion, and access at the forefront.

Paradox Sports is positioned as the industry leader, with no other adaptive sports organizations providing the unique combination of national trips, trainings and sustainable local program development.

Paradox Sports offers fee-for-service programs and training programs, which are offset by individual donors and corporate sponsorship.

MISSION & VISION
Paradox Sports transforms lives and communities through adaptive climbing opportunities that defy convention. We envision a world with access to adaptive opportunities, which empowers individuals, builds communities, and honors the fact that ability does not stop opportunity. We achieve this through delivering national rock and ice climbing trips, and educational opportunities which train organizations in best practice and build sustainable local programs.